


ABOUT COCOON
Cocoon Fine Rugs is an award-winning rug brand that 
was established in 2009 and is the quintessential spot 
for your designer rug search. Available online and with 
retail stores around India in Mumbai, Bengaluru, 
Kolkata and Jaipur, Cocoon is the largest one-stop 
point for modern, transitional and traditional 
handmade rugs in India

The rugs at Cocoon have all been designed and 
woven in-house using the finest raw materials by the 
most skilled craftsmen. Each rug is a piece of art and is 
sure to bring together, amplify and accentuate the 
grandeur and grace of your home.

Influenced by classical Persian designs and styles of 
contemporary artists, our designer rugs are crafted to 
engage you in their story, draw you into their warmth, 
and make them your very own Cocoon!

We invite you to enjoy our signature range of fine 
oriental rugs and contemporary carpets in our 
galleries. And We assure you, at Cocoon, you will find 
more than one way to indulge your floor!



Modern Rugs

Classic Rugs

Transitional Rugs

Product Range:
Cocoon Fine Rugs houses an exclusive wide range of Modern, Transitional 
and Classical Rugs. The rugs at Cocoon have all been designed and woven 
in-house using the finest raw materials by the most skilled craftsmen. Each 
rug is a piece of art and is sure to to amplify the grandeur of your home. 



Our Collaborators:
Cocoon’s fine rugs are a marvelous delight for carpet aficionados. Besides 
carrying its in-house collection Cocoon Fine Rugs is also known for its designer 
collaborations that are done yearly with some of the eminent people in the world 
of design that need no introduction. These objects d’art are designed to offer 
customers a varied choice of adding something special and of a limited edition 
value to their homes. These are available in different textures, colorways, and 
sizes to meet the unique needs of homeowners. 

Baroque Garden
by Varun Bahl

Tessellations
by Rooshad Shroff

Chand LC
by Ashiesh Shah

Meraki by
Falguni & Shane

Peacock

Convergence
by DAAA HAUS

Isfahan
by JJ Valaya

Elemental 
Collection by

by Puran Kumar



Our Presence:
Our friendly and knowledgeable team will be very happy to assist you during 
your visit at any of our outlets. A carefully curated range of our rugs is also 
available at our online store, which we are happy to ship globally. 

FIND A STORE www.cocooncarpets.com

Details of stores

MUMBAI

A - Block Basement, Shiv Sagar Estate,
Dr. A. B. Road. Worli,
Mumbai - 400 018
022 2492 8647, 48
70451 14624
mail@cocooncarpets.com

BENGALURU

Global Living Emporio 3rd floor,
No. 16/3, 16/4 and 16/5 Veerasandra 
Village, Hosur Road, opp: Toll Plaza
Electronic City, Bangalore -560100
080 67629000
bengaluru@cocooncarpets.com

KOLKATA

Ground Floor, Aspirations Vintage,
12 Pretoria Street, Kolkata-700 071
033 22907390, 91
kolkata@cocooncarpets.com

JAIPUR

D-12 Hanuman Nagar,
Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur-302021
01412350934
jaipur@cocooncarpets.com


